Rabrab

So (adj. or adv.)

That is so much like you.
Rab: spitbath handshake

"Remember?"
Rabrab, who in Shakespeare's hands would be cast as a beguiling apprentice witch,
and Jared (soldierly)
And as best I could tell, their attraction was 00.
Rab

saucy
Rab

playful
his soul in his face.

as saying is (?)
"Mr. Morgan. Your mustache is back."
Rab was young as springtime and equally as guileful.
Morrie: had
I pledged (not to go back to Marias Coulee)
(a racehorse keenness much about her.)
Rab

"Just for fun, (let's say you...)

("
Rab

"That is so typical."
Rab was onto that.

like a kitten finding cream.
Rab at some point asks Morrie:

"Don't you know who Sandison is? He's the Strangler."
"That hoyden."

(Someone refers to Rabrab that way.)
Rabrab Rellis

sexy and sly; has wiles; knows how to get her way.

--is hired on in Butte school to fill unexpected opening; partly because she's goodlooking and knows how to use it.

--teaches 6th grade; echo of Morrie's populous 6th at Marias Coulee; brings the class to Butte public library on field trip, encounters Morrie.

--has a beau, young miner/union organizer, possibly ex-soldier.
Remembering has never brought anyone back to life, you might say, and you might be wrong.

--Barbara Rellis recognizes Morrie in Butte?